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School: Boothbay Regional High School, AOS 98 
Extension Option 5 

 
Maine DOE Team:  Anita Bernhardt, Morgan Dunton, Shari Templeton 
 
Date:  Thursday, March 26, 2015 
 
Welcome and 
Introductions  

Superintendent Eileen King,  
Asst. Superintendent Shawn Carlson, and  
High School Principal Dan Welch  
Elementary and Middle School Principal Mark Tess,  
 

 x The team has developed “super standards” for reporting in each content area – 
comprehensive umbrella style goals capturing entire collection of content standards. 

x Some standards are selected from sources such as NGSS cross-cutting standards and others 
inspired by models such as the SBAC claims. 

x Content standards will show up in course work but not individually in reporting standards. 
x The goal is to provide the opportunity to show transfer of learning. 
x While very particular skills are required at the performance indicator level, the reporting 

standards would reflect a cross cutting goal that provides students with various options for 
demonstration. 

x Reporting standards reflect increasing sophistication of thinking and content. 
x Rubrics will determine how students demonstrate rigor, etc. 
x The district is focusing on Guiding Principles as part of the system, then how to include them 

in regular practice. 
 

Questions for District 
Proficiency-based 
Leadership Team 
 

Superintendent Eileen King,  
Asst. Superintendent Shawn Carlson, and  
High School Principal Dan Welch 
Elementary and Middle School Principal Mark Tess,  
 

Focus of 
Conversation: 
Understanding 

District Based Structures  
x The district has looked to other schools for models:  settled on one from Rhode Island – 
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district-based 
structures, policies 
and culture that 
support proficiency-
based education and 
community 
engagement  
 
 

Westerly – for their portfolio system. 
x Portfolio system places great attention on the student learning experience. 
x The dedicated “core time” model in school day address distinct interventions needs. 
x The district expects significant change in teaching and learning; just beginning to understand 

the curriculum impact. 
o Instead of repeating a course, how do you help students learn a set of standards? 
o Example:  when we started looking at doing common grading, we wondered why.  Now 

we see it as a critical practice as our classrooms are no longer private. 
Policies  

x Because of the NEASC work, the district has established core values for the school system 
and has engaged community. 

x Question: How does the district allow students to demonstrate learning in multiple contexts, 
including learning that takes place in the community and not at school; good community 
support but structure and methodology unclear. 

Culture 
x The group is committed to practices that are best for students and not easiest for staff. 
x Efforts to inform community have fostered inquiry – conversations have begun to provide the 

foundation for change. 
x Graduation rates are not an issue – grad rates are strong and this proficiency system may not 

necessarily increase grad rates. 
x Level of information generated by a proficiency based system that can be returned to parents 

is most hopeful as it creates meaning. 
x A significant challenge in this community is that high school students work in the summer; they 

are needed to support family businesses. 
o The district is currently using the EdYOUSched program to match student, needs, 

instructors; professionals work one-to-one with students who need intervention 
instruction 

o Their model focuses on addressing standards attainment through instruction of specific 
standards (reporting standards, groups or clusters of content standards).vCredit 
recovery becomes standards attainment. 

x Current obstacles include: 
o Reporting structures that exist do not really support reporting for proficiency. 
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o Concern about small vendors that disappear or get gobbled up by large companies. 
o Many students move between and among schools.  How do we honor various 

proficiency systems? 
o What happens when a student comes in from out of state? 

x The district needs: 
o Time for professional development time outside of school day. Small staff means that 

few people do all the work. 
o Funds  for summer and Saturday work would be most helpful (non-school teacher 

days).  Doubling the current allotment ($5,000-7,000) would make a big impact.  
o Methods to dovetail Educator Effectiveness, Proficiency Based Education, NEASC is 

critical, has to be meaningful for kids and manageable for staff. 
x Priorities include building a system that reflects the community and assures success for 

students. 
 

Questions for Teachers  
 

Content Area Teachers chosen from the HS/MS 
Alan Crocker, Math 
Bryan Dionne, HPE 
Sherrie Hersom, Science, Health 
Carol McKenna, English, Latin, Social Studies 
Manon Lewis, Visual Art, Humanities, Integrated Arts  
Mary Miller, Performing arts, Social Studies  

Focus of 
Conversation: 
Understanding the 
relationship of 
curriculum, 
instruction, 
assessment and 
systems of support in 
a proficiency-based 
system 
 

 

x Occasional work on content areas provides a foundational understanding but as a whole,the 
staff are still working on developing common understanding of details. 

x Most faculty members understand system. Newer teachers buy-in more readily.  Veteran 
teachers are feeling uncertain because of past experience. The team wonders whether state 
has criteria in mind to define proficiency in content areas. 

x The team questioned how to  bridge letter grades with a system that does not use letter 
grades. 

x The challenge is to make sure the district is consistent and work is of the best quality. How 
does the district ensure  complexity and rigor across various contexts? 

x The district has done work on developing quality assessments; PBE groups will determine 
how much is enough. 

x There is confusion about use of rubrics - can you pull out one criteria within the rubric and 
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ignore the rest? 
x Schools need more money dedicated to getting this work done outside of school time.   
x The team shared many questions about overall structures for proficiency. 
x Prep time is often used for things other than lesson and instruction preparation. 

Needs 
x The team is eager to get feedback about specific elements of the system – need to evaluate 

pilot materials and continue development process. 
x More supports for understanding of cognitive demand are needed; have done some work in 

the district previously. 
x Time outside of school is needed to do the work; there is concern about amount of missed 

time due to continuing work on projects; willing to do Saturday work. 
x The team requests that the Maine DOE provide webinars about proficiency in the content 

areas – use the CDLN model. 
Concerns 

x The district is working as a 7-12 team, but the system does not clearly provide the supports K-
12. Concern is that students may not be prepared when entering high school. 

x Concern was expressed about building a system that everyone uses; how will the system 
ensure common criteria. 

 
Questions for School 
Leaders  
 

HS Principal Dan Welch, 
MS Principal Mark Tess,  
Asst. Superintendent Shawn Carlson 
Bryan Dionne, HPE 
Manon Lewis, Visual Art, Humanities, Integrated Arts  
Mary Miller, Performing arts, Social Studies 
Emily Higgins, Science and Technology 
Elizabeth Tilton, MS Math 
Tanya Hammond,  
Mike, English 
Proficiency Based 
Leadership Team 

Focus of 
Conversation: 
Understanding school-

Structures 
x School-wide, hour-long study hall with no teachers assigned to a course allows students to 
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based structures and 
culture 
that support teaching 
and learning  
 
 
Reflection:  
Rigor that is not fair to 
current students may be 
more reasonable of 
future students.   

access intervention instruction.   
x More work outside of school day would help to provide focus for getting the work done. 
x The resource edYOUsched provides the district with an electronic method of tagging a student 

to receive support.   
x Atlas is a system the district uses that tracks where students have opportunities to learn and 

demonstrate proficiency or progress toward proficiency. 
x The school still needs policy and procedure criteria for a variety of situations. 

 
Culture 

x District feels that it is better to look in small pieces over time at the work of transforming 
practices rather than overwhelming with details all at once. 

x There is varied faculty support for PBE. 
o Some wish it would go away. 
o More support it  than oppose it. 
o Veteran faculty understands that change is continuous and promotes discussion. 
o Having teachers on the PBE team who can share with others is critical to developing a 

sense of collaboration. 
x It is critical that the district connect proficiency to the district’s strategic plan. 
x It is fortuitous that NEASC self-study forces an examination of the strategic plan and dovetails 

with other work.  
Need  

x The team wants to know what other schools that have been doing this for a long time are 
using as criteria for determining proficiency?  The team requested  models that work and 
exemplars with system for sorting based on common criteria. 

x School leaders would like more models of effective rubrics to adopt or adapt. 
x School leaders would like support for resources and training of SLOs and other EE 

requirements. 
 

Closing:   DOE visiting team reflections  
 x Maine DOE  recognizes that the  work is driven by a deep commitment to build a system that 

is good for students and for the community. 
x Maine DOE sees a connection to the district’s core values. 
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x The district model of building a system around portfolios may very well become an important 
model for others. 

x The dedicated “core time” in the high school day addresses distinct interventions needs. 
x Having a small district staff means that district capacity is stretched.  
x It is apparent that the district would like support for work outside of school time and more 

dedicated funds to support transition to PBE. 
 
Suggestions:  

x The Maine DOE recommends that the district help staff to understand  the progression from 
standards to proficiency-based decisions, determining how it is different from the work 
previously completed as part of the local assessment system work done previously. 

x Leadership is clearly working to develop a plan to move forward.  It may be beneficial to help 
staff be more aware of plans.  Staff feels some concerns are unheard or some questions are 
unanswered; leadership feels it is better to wait for a definitive answer rather than provide 
changing responses.   

x The Maine DOE recommends that the district include verification of standards for rigor and 
complexity appropriate aligned to grade level expectations.    

 
  


